Form | Line | Shape | Space: A Juried National Drawing Exhibition

*March 12 – April 1, 2020*

This exhibition invited Artists who engage in a Drawing-based art practice to submit their work to this first juried national exhibition to be held in Todd Art Gallery by the Department of Art and Design at Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU).

This exhibition emphasizes the continuing relevance of Drawing and its application to other disciplines. Artwork exploring innovative methods and experimental materials were especially welcomed.

**CRITERIA:**
Artists submitted two-dimensional or three-dimensional works, video, and/or installations. Artists are at least 18 years of age, were permitted up to three entries/pieces for consideration, with work that was completed within the previous two years.

*Work from coast-to-coast is included!*

Todd Art Gallery

Monday–Friday, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
Saturday, 11a.m.–4 p.m.
Todd Hall, Room 224A
Fractured Landscape
Andrea Collins
Призраки (Ghosts)
Becky Slemmons
Strange Fruits From Faraway Lands
Beth Martin
Backlit Woods
Carol Berning
Folding Head with Rider
Carol Radsprecher
*Ellie Walking III*
Derek Wilkinson
Choices
Dorothea Osborn
Might As Well Have Fun
Eugene Sarmiento
Forty One-Drop Bear
Gary Hawkins
Gray Grade
Hannah Barnes
In the Worst Case, Become Nocturnal
Heidi Hogden
Wish Was Summer
Iris M. Kirkwood
Iconoclasm (Nature Study)
John Allen
Tennessee Tuxedo
Kim Matthews
Lily in Silverpoint
Lisa Sims
Mixture 2
Lori Esposito
Patriarchal Funk #3
Martin Beck
Drawn Daily
Meena Khalili
Living With Girls: May 2019
Michael Willett
Shufflings III
Nicole Lenzi
Faust
Randy Simmons
Agency 1
Rosemary Meza-DesPlaz
Yellow
Sarah Madander
Along the Road
Susan Fecho
Pa Pa Garvey’s 1947 Hudson
Wade McMackins
Homesickness series:
*White Picket Fence & Single Family Home*
Whitney Sage
The Fort
Zoraye Cyrus
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